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Norris Kickoff Quizbowl
Round 10
Instructions: During the first 10 minutes of each match, use the tossup-bonus format with 10 points for each tossup and five points for each bonus.  The tossups and bonuses are related, so skip the bonus if no one gets the tossup correct. Tossups should be answered without stalling as soon as the player has been recognized.  Teams may consult only on bonuses and the team must complete their answer within 20 seconds.
Tossup - Bonus Round
1
2
Tossup #1. In which cell organelle does the translation of RNA to protein take place?
Answer: ribosome  (Prompt on rough endoplasmic reticulum)
10
10
Bonus #1. What organelle in the cell is responsible for producing robosomes?
Answer: the nucleolus
5
5



Tossup #1. Popular during the 1930s and 1940s this quick surgical technique was used with mixed success on thousands of patients.  What psychosurgery involved jabbing an ice-pick beside your eyeball to destroy some of your brain cells?
Answer: prefrontal <u>lobotomy</u>
10
10
Bonus #1. A lobotomy played a large role in Key Kesey's book "One Flew over the Cukoo's Nest".  What other barbaric sounding psychiatric remedy was used in that book that is still in use today?
Answer: ECV  or electroconvulsive shock therapy. (Accept electroshock therapy)
5
5



Tossup #2. What specific name is given to the isotope of hydrogen that contains one proton and one neutron in its nucleus?
Answer: Deuterium
10
10
Bonus #2. What is the name of the radioactive isotope of hydrogen with one proton and two neutrons in its nucleus?
Answer: Tritium
5
5



Tossup #3. In this procedure, a buret is used to gradually mix two chemicals in an erlenmeyer flask.  When a color change occurs, the reaction is complete and the buret is read.  What lab procedure is this?
Answer: A Titration
10
10
Bonus #3. What laboratory separation procedure usually involves a gentle boiling of a mixture causing one part of the mixture to evaporate.   The vapor is then condensed in a separate container separating the mixture into its parts.  What is this procedure called?
Answer: Distillation
5
5



Tossup #4. This device is at the core of the modern television.  In it, electrons are boiled off of a hot metal plate and accelerated with a high voltage to make the front of the screen glow.  What is the name of this device that is abbreviated CRT?
Answer: Cathode Ray Tube
10
10
Bonus #4. In a color television's CRT, there are three of these devices at the back of the tube, one for each color.  What name is given to these three devices that produce electrons?
Answer: Electron Guns
5
5



Tossup #5. This question will make you work, (unless of course you know the trick.)  What is the one's digit of six to the 14th power?
Answer: six  (all powers of six end in six)
10
10
Bonus #5. Alex Rodreguiz recently signed a baseball contract for a very big number.  8 to the 103rd power is also a very big number.  What digit does 8 to the 103rd power have in its one's place?
Answer: 2  (The powers of 8 are 8,4,2,6,8,4,2,6…etc.)
5
5



Tossup #6. The characters of this novel include George, Eliza, St. Clare, Little Eva, Simon Legree and the title character. The settings include a Kentuck farm, a black settlement in Canada and a Plantation on the Red River.  What novel is this?
Answer: Uncle Tom's Cabin
10
10
Bonus #6. Who wrote Uncle Tom's Cabin?
Answer: Harriet Beecher Stowe
5
5



Tossup #7. In this novel, three souls are condemned to Hell for eternity and find themselves locked in a room together.  They discover they are each other's punishment.  What is the title of this novel in which one of the main characters concludes that "hell is other people."?
Answer: No Exit
10
10
Bonus #7. Who is the author of "No Exit"?
Answer: Jean-Paul Sartre
5
5



Tossup #8. "In that direction lives a Hatter:  and in that direction lives a March Hare.  Visit either you like : they are both mad."  This line from Alice in Wonderland was spoken by what character?
Answer: The Cheshire Cat
10
10
Bonus #8. Which character in Alice says "speaking of axes, off with her head'?
Answer: The Duchess
5
5



Tossup #9. We are all familiar with the freedoms listed by Thomas Jefferson in the Declaration of Independendence.  Franklin Roosevelt also list four freedoms.  Name FDR's four freedoms.
Answer: Freedom of religion and speech,  Freedom from want and fear.
10
10
Bonus #9. What agreement with Great Britain and Winston Churchill did Roosevelt sign the same year as the four freedoms speech?  This agreement listed the common interests of the United States and Britain.
Answer: The Atlantic Charter
5
5



Tossup #10. The Brandenburg Gate and Checkpoint Charlie were part of this divided city.  From 1945 to 1989, this was a walled city connected to the rest of West Germany by a single Highway.  What city was this?
Answer: Berlin
10
10
Bonus #10. Name all four of the countries that were given "zones" in the city of Berlin at the conclusion of 1945.
Answer: Soviet Union, United States, Britain, France
5
5



Tossup #11. He was defeated and killed at Mount Gilboa by the Phillistines.  He defeat was caused in part by his envy of his brilliant young commander.  Who was this man, the first king of the Israeli Monarchy in 1000 B.C.?
Answer: Saul
10
10
Bonus #11. What was the name of Saul's brilliant young army commander?
Answer: David
5
5



Tossup #12. This picture is the head of a much larger sculpture.  Please show Art Selection 02.  What sculptor created this head?
Answer: Michaelangelo
10
10
Bonus #12. Censors have required us not to show you the entire sculpture.  What is the title of this statue by Michaelangelo?
Answer: David
5
5



Tossup #14. Alaska touches no other American state, but it does border two parts of Canada, one a territory and one a province.  Name these two areas.
Answer: Yukon Territory and British Columbia
10
10
Bonus #14. Two provinces of Canada do not border any other provinces, because they are islands. Name them.
Answer: Prince Edward Island and Newfoundland
5
5



Tossup #15. This question will test your geographic knowledge of the middle east.  Name any four countries that border the Persian Gulf.
Answer: Any four of this list:  Iran, Iraq, Kuwait, Qatar, Bahrain, United Arab Emirates, Abu Dhabi, Saudi Arabia
10
10
Bonus #15. Name the two countries that border the Aegean Sea.
Answer: Greece and Turkey
5
5



Tossup #16. What Mel Brooks play cleaned house winning a dozen Tony awards in 2001?
Answer: The Producers
10
10
Bonus #16. What lead actor in The Producers won a Tony for the best actor in a musical production?
Answer: Nathan Lane
5
5



Tossup #17. This is usuallly kept at the front of the synagogue and is in the form of a scroll.  What is the name for the Jewish book of laws?
Answer: Torah
10
10
Bonus #17. Two other sets of holy books in Judaism are the Neviim and the Kethuviim.  What do the words Neviim and Kethuviim mean?
Answer: 'Prophets" and "Writings"
5
5



Tossup #18. Talk about gratitude.  This Greek leader spent ten years winning a war, and his reward -- when he got home he was murdered by his wife and her lover?  What Greek mythological character was so lucky?
Answer: Agamemnon
10
10
Bonus #18. Those victorious Greeks.  Several were unlucky after the Trojan War.  Which one took ten years to get home and when he finally got home he had to kill a bunch of freeloaders who were determined to marry his wife Penelope?
Answer: Odysseus
5
5





Instructions: During the last 5 minutes of each match, use the 'Blitz' format with 10 points for each tossup and no bonus. All answers must be answered without stalling.
Blitz Round - All 10 Point Tossups
1
1
Identify the American authors.


Tossup #19. This novelist of Appointment in Samarra and Butterfield 8 set most of his fiction in Gibbsville, Pennsylvania.
Answer:  John O'Hara
10
10
Tossup #20. This member of the New York school of poets is best known for his Lunch Poems, which were written while he was on lunch breaks from his job at the Museum of Modern Art.
Answer:  Frank O'Hara
10
10
Tossup #21. 1 This screenwriter is best remembered for her novels about horses, notably My Friend Flicka.
Answer:  Mary O'Hara
10
10



Answer the following questions about a novella.


Tossup #22. Published in 1902 in Youth: A Narrative, With Two other Stories, its narrator tells the story to four friends as they wait for the tide to change on a ship on the Thames river.
Answer: Heart of Darkness
10
10
Tossup #23. Name the author of Heart of Darkness.
Answer: Joseph Conrad
10
10
Tossup #24. This ivory dealer is the central figure of Heart of Darkness.  His dying words are “The horror!  The horror!”
Answer: Mister Kurtz
10
10



Identify these chemical elements.


Tossup #25. This alkaline earth metal is used in red signal flares.  Its isotope with mass number 90 is considered the most dangerous component of radioactive fallout.
Answer: strontium
10
10
Tossup #26. Also called Wolfram, from which name derives its chemical symbol, it has the highest melting point and lowest thermal expansion coefficient of any metal.
Answer: tungsten
10
10
Tossup #27. Discovered by Klaproth in 1789, this radioactive element has atomic number 92.
Answer: uranium
10
10



Identify the following concerning a geologic period,.


Tossup #28. This period of the Mesozoic era was named in 1829 for a mountain range on the border of France and Switzerland.
Answer:  Jurassic
10
10
Tossup #29. This first kind of bird appeared during the Jurassic period.
Answer:  Archaeopteryx
10
10
Tossup #30. 1 These extinct aquatic mollusks, of class Cephalopoda, are used as index fossils for the Jurassic period.  They consisted of a coiled shell divided into numerous layers.
Answer:  ammonites
10
10



Answer these questions about civil rights .


Tossup #31. This Arkansas governor tried to prevent the integration of Little Rock schools in 1958.
Answer:  Orval Faubus
10
10
Tossup #32. In 1966 this Massachusetts politician became the first black elected to the Senate since Reconstruction.
Answer:  Edward Brooke
10
10
Tossup #33. This 1965 law allowed the federal government to suspend literacy and character tests required in order to exercise a certain constitutional right.
Answer:  Voting Rights Act
10
10



Answer these questions about Middle Eastern history.


Tossup #34. This current Middle Eastern leader took control over his country in 1969, proclaming the “Green Revolution.”
Answer: Muammar-al Qadhafi
10
10
Tossup #35. In what year, within one, were the Camp David accords between Israel and Egypt held?
Answer: 1978 (accept 1977 or 1979, of course)
10
10
Tossup #36. In what year did the Six-Day War occur?
Answer: 1967
10
10



Identify the English painters from works.


Tossup #37. Blue Boy
Answer: Thomas Gainsborough
10
10
Tossup #38. The Hay Wain
Answer: John Constable
10
10
Tossup #39. Rain, Steam, and Speed
Answer: Joseph M. W. Turner
10
10



Name these economists


Tossup #40. The laissez-faire doctrine of this 19th century Englishman was exemplified by his Iron Law of Wages, which stated that all attempts to improve the real wages of workers were futile.
Answer: David Ricardo
10
10
Tossup #41. This Swede believed that poverty tended to be self-reinforcing.  He wrote on population control and third world development, and his treatise on America’s racial problems was condensed by Arnold Rose as The Negro in America.
Answer: Gunnar Myrdal
10
10
Tossup #42. This conservative Chicago economist was a champion of monetarism, and advocated that a the welfare bureaucracy should be replaced by a negative income tax funneling money to the poor.
Answer: Milton Friedman
10
10



The “This is SportsCenter” ad campaign has been one of the most successful in ESPN’s history.  Answer these questions about the ad campaign.


Tossup #43. Everyone in the newsroom took turns carrying around this gymnast with a heavily taped ankle.
Answer: Kerri Strug
10
10
Tossup #44. Keith Olbermann went crazy and smashed this soccer player’s guitar to stop him from singing
Answer: Alexi Lalas
10
10
Tossup #45. It was love at first sight for Charley Steiner and this female boxer.
Answer: Christy Martin
10
10
Tossup #46. Seth Hayes, the world’s youngest anchor, was fired for insisting that this former Yankee pitcher “sucks.”
Answer: Jimmy Key
10
10



Answer these questions about the 1950s.


Tossup #47. The Robe was the first film made with this process that enhanced the depth of the film image.  
Answer: Cinemascope
10
10
Tossup #48. A CIA supported military coup overthrew this Guatemalan president in 1954.
Answer: Jacobo Arbenz
10
10
Tossup #49. In 1955 Eisenhower, Eden, and Bulganin met in this European city for the first summit since the end of World War II.
Answer: Geneva
10
10





